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STRONG CLOSES ACROSS THE BOARD LED BY THE BEAN 
COMPLEX DUE TO BULLISH FUNDAMENTALS. 

Posted on 2/19/2014 5:50:56 AM 

  

Higher for Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago wheat along with rough rice, oats, corn, soybeans, 
soybean meal and soybean oil.  Export inspections for beans at the higher end of its range along with dry 
weather and reduced bean forecasts in Brazil helped the beans lead the way today.  Dare we say the 
wheat complex is turning around? Not yet in my opinion. The charts still show me this is retracement 
action in a bear market mainly because the wheat has fallen for so long a time, that its rally is still a small 
percentage of its move lower. With that being said Minneapolis settled higher eleven out of its last twelve 
sessions making its best high and close since early December. The total rally so far has been eighty 
cents. A close over 715(Mar.), above its nearest resistance) could get me to change my mind.  KC settled 
higher eleven out of its last thirteen sessions also its best high and close since December for a total of 
eighty cents. A close over 715 could also possibly change my mind since there's resistance from 690 up 
to around 715. Chicago joined the action with its highest high and close since Dec. just missing a buy 
signal but now above some minor resistance. Minneapolis continues to gain on KC lately bring the March 
spread closer to even money (-6 1/2) but they've been here before several times and fallen 
back. Unwinding of corn/wheat spreads continue but the beans have been gaining on the corn again. 
Improving export for wheat and especially beans have helped fuel the grain complex lately. A large world 
supply of wheat is no secret to anyone and has reflected on the wheat for quite a while. It's good to see 
exports finally improve with the lower prices. Oats closed higher still pretty bullish overall and has given 
back little since moving higher over the last several months. Recent action implies they should test their 
high of seven sessions ago. Rice has had over a fifty cent rally since the beginning of February making its 
best high and close since early December again giving me a BUY SIGNAL. Also, rice is above a strong 
looking support area that runs from 1540 down to 1525. Little resistance remains overhead. Corn has 
been struggling against the beans and wheat lately but managed to make its best high and close since 
October today joining the crowd somewhat. Of course, there still is a large supply of corn in storage. 
Meanwhile, corn has been trending lower overall since 2012 and should struggle above 450 before 
eventually falling back down to continuing its bearish tendencies. The bean complex settled strong for the 
reasons mentioned in my second sentence. Soybeans made their best high and close since September, 
again meal a new CONTRACT HIGH AND CLOSE while oil had its best high and close since the 
middle of December. Meal continues to lead the bean complex but the beans exploded (BUY 
SIGNAL) above a strong resistance area turning it into formidable support below 1340. Oil is now just 
below a strong looking resistance area keeping me from giving a buy signal but close to removing my 
sell. Finally, another good bean crop in South America which should happen in spite of dry weather at this 
time. BUY SIGNALS FOR OATS, RICE, CORN, SOYBEANS AND MEAL.  SELL SIGNALS FOR 
MINNEAPOLIS, KC AND CHICAGO WHEAT AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional 
charts, quotes, news, commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com 
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